Democrats Plan to Steal the
Election Using Mail-In Voting
and the Military
Hillary Clinton exhorted Joe Biden to refuse to concede if he
loses the election. “Eventually I do believe he will win if we
don’t give an inch” she proclaimed. Jeff Bezos’ Newspaper, the
Washington Post, reported that violence is likely if Joe Biden
loses the presidential race. It is predicted that 156-million
Americans will cast a ballot in the November election, and an
estimated 80-million votes will be cast by mail. Radio-show
host Vince Coglianese says Democrats have war-gamed a strategy
for Biden to refuse to concede, challenge the results of the
electoral college, and then manipulate the electors. The three
left-dominated states on the west coast, Washington state,
Oregon and California then will threaten to secede from the
United State. [Presumably, at this point there will be
sufficient violence in the streets to cause Trump to declare
martial law] whereupon the military will decide who won the
election. Coglianese says the only way to prevent this is to
re-open the polls for in-person voting. Josh Mendelsohn, the
CEO of Hawkfish, an analytics firms funded by Bloomberg, told
Axios that his firm predicts a “red mirage” where Trump wins
on election day but Biden wins the election days later when
mail-in votes are counted. -GEG

An analytics firm bankrolled by billionaire Michael Bloomberg
is predicting that while President Trump will appear to win on
November 3, Democrat Joe Biden will actually win the election
days later due to mail-in voting.
Josh Mendelsohn, the CEO of Hawkfish — funded by Bloomberg and
currently working for various pro-Biden super PACs — told
Axios that his firm predicts a “red mirage” where Trump wins
on election day but Biden wins the election days later when
mail-in votes are counted:
The reason we talk about a red mirage is in fact because we
believe that on election night, we are going to see Donald
Trump in a stronger position than the reality actually is. We
are sounding the alarm and saying that this is a very real
possibility, that the data is going to show on election night
an incredible victory for Donald Trump. That is likely to be
what we see.
Mendelsohn claims it could take weeks before Trump’s election
night victory is chipped away at by mail-in votes that will
show Biden as the winner.
Read full article here…

Portland Antifa Member Who
Shot Patriot-Prayer Man Was
Killed By Police!
Portland: A Youtube video analysis of the murder of Patriot
Prayer member Aaron “Jay” Danielson, who was gunned down last
Saturday night, concluded that Black Lives Matter and Antifa
mercenaries conspired and ambushed the Trump supporter.
Michael Reinoehl and another man, broke away from the crowd
and walked up the street, followed by a cameraman who
documented the killing. Reinoehl was never arrested. Recently,
he sat for an interview with Vice News and told the leftist
media outlet, “I had no choice. I mean…I had a choice. I could
have sat there and watched them kill a friend of mine of
color. But I wasn’t going to do that.” He essentially admitted
to killing Danielson. In another prior interview, Reinoehl
reported he was shot in the arm in an altercation. He brought
his 11-year old daughter with him to the riots to “give her an
education”, and she was photographed carrying an aluminum
baseball bat. Reinoehl was killed by police in Lacey,
Washington, near Olympia, Washington on Thursday night. He was
reported to be under surveillance by law enforcement and
carrying a firearm when he was shot. We are awaiting details.
-GEG
Analysis of Aaron ‘Jay’ Danielson’s murder:

Previous interview with Reinoehl on Bloomberg:
Local new report on the death of Michael Reinoehl:
Journalist Andy Ngo reported that Reinoehl was involved in the
downtown mob beating where he & other thugs, including Marquis

Love, the man who brutally kicked another man in the head a
few weeks ago, tried to steal the gun of a man they said was a
“Nazi.”
Reinoehl, in another recent interview, reported that he was
shot in the arm in an altercation. He brought his 11-year old
daughter with him to the riots to “give her an education” and
she was photographed carrying an aluminum baseball bat.

Youtube screenshot

Mr. Reinoehl was arrested June 8 for driving 111 miles an hour
on Interstate 84, racing his 17-year old son, while under the
influence of marijuana and illegally possessing a handgun with
his 11-year-old daughter in the car.

Virginia: Washington and Lee
University Offers Class on
‘How to Overthrow the State’
Virginia: Washington and Lee University is offering a writing
seminar for first year students titled “How to Overthrow the
State” that “places each student at the head of a
revolutionary movement aiming to overthrow a sitting
government and forge a better society…” Each student will also
produce a manifesto. Universities are the root cause of the
insurrection that is now plaguing our country. Tammy Bruce
said that this class is normalizing the overall ideas of massmurdering Marxists.

Salon Owner Receives Death
Threats After Releasing Video
of Nancy Pelosi Getting Her
Hair Done – Unmasked
San Francisco: Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi illustrated
the double-standard enjoyed by people in power when she was
captured on video having her hair done, without a mask, at a

hair salon that has been shuttered for six months due to
COVID-19 lock downs on small businesses. This ironic because
Pelosi has called for a nationwide mandate for all Americans
to wear masks. After receiving backlash on social media, she
said she was ‘tricked’ into the hair appointment, and it was a
‘setup’. The business owner who shared the video has lost most
of her clientele and staff due to the closure of her shop, and
now she is receiving death threats and threats to burn down
the salon because she released the video. -GEG
Erica Kious, a single mother and owner of eSalon in San
Francisco was railroaded by Nancy Pelosi this week after she
released security footage showing a maskless Pelosi getting
her hair done in her shuttered salon.
Kious is now a target of death threats and will have to
relocate her business.
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on Tuesday shows Queen Nancy Pelosi at a
getting her hair done on Monday. Only the
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without a face mask… Masks are for the little

On Wednesday Pelosi told reporters she took responsibility for
“a set-up” and for being “tricked.”
Pelosi demanded that the salon apologize to her!
Read full article here…

